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1.0 Introduction 
 

1.1 Purpose of Report 

 
This report was prepared by TSKP Studio to summarize its final recommendation for 
the preliminary design of a new and expanded library facility for the Town of 
Bloomfield, Connecticut, based on the sites selected by the Building Committee.  It is 
a supplement to the Draft Report dated February 24, 2021 which outlined the earlier 
site selection and space planning process.  

 
 

1.2 The Building Committee’s Charge 

 
In July of 2020, the Prosser Library Building Committee was charged with “seeking a 
new facility for Prosser Public Library, either by renovating and expanding the 
current building or another alternative”.  During the course of its work the Committee 
deliberated over the possible location for a new or expanded Prosser Library.  In 
addition, the Committee deliberated over the future of the existing branch library on 
Blue Hills Avenue, also known as the McMahon Library.   During the course of its 
study, the Committee determined that it needed to consider both locations in fulfilling 
its charge, and it concluded, therefore, that construction of a new building at the 
Prosser site, plus renovation and expansion of the McMahon building were necessary 
in order to meet the needs of the community.   

 

 
2.0 About Bloomfield Library 
 

Bloomfield Library is currently located in two buildings on two different sites in 

Bloomfield, plus a third “virtual” location which is available online only, and which 

offers services to patrons who have an internet connection. 

 

2.1 The Existing Prosser Library Site 

The oldest library building is the Prosser Library, also known as Prosser, which is 

located in the center of Town at the intersection of five avenues, Mountain, Tunxis, 

Wintonbury, Park, and Bloomfield, making Prosser a very visible landmark in Town.  

Prosser is diagonally across the street from two other landmarks, the Town Hall and 

the First Congregational Church.  The arrangement of these three building creates a 

focal point on a small grassy area called “The Village Green” where a 

commemorative plaque indicates that this spot is “the beginnings and center of 

community life”, originally for Wintonbury Parish, and later for the Town of 

Bloomfield.  Prosser is located within walking distance of Filley Park, a wonderful 

natural outdoor space near the center of Town. 
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The original Prosser building was designed in 1963, 58 years ago, during the Vietnam 

War and the Civil Rights Movement, a time of great upheaval and change in 

American society.  The original building was a two-story brick building of 22,000 

square feet with an attic. The mechanical and electrical systems in the building at that 

time were minimal, with no infrastructure for technology – no internet, no wi-fi, no e-

books, no personal computers or tablets.  Energy was cheap, so windows were not 

energy efficient, roofs had minimal insulation, and exterior walls had none.  In the 

1980s some renovations were done to update the bathrooms, the lighting, and some 

mechanical equipment. 

 

As you can see by the above photograph, the existing building appears to sit very low 

on its site, especially when compared to the First Congregational Church, which sits 

prominently in the Town Center. 

The Prosser site is adjacent to Wash Brook, a stream that periodically overflows and 

floods the lowest part of the site.  In 2017, the Town acquired another parcel adjacent 

to the Prosser site with the intention of enlarging the site to provide more parking 

capacity. 

Today Prosser Library needs to be updated and enlarged in order to provide adequate 

space for all the services needed by the community.  After an exhaustive examination 

of alternative options, including expansion of the existing building, relocation to 

another site, and building a new facility, the Library Building Committee 

recommended that building a new library on the Prosser site is the best solution to 

meet the Town’s future needs.  Residents need space for community meetings, rooms 

for group and individual study, places for workshops and seminars, safe spaces for 

teens, and gathering spaces for young children and families.  All the mechanical 

systems must be replaced in order to provide the necessary ventilation, filtration, and 

air flow to reduce the risk of exposure to air-borne illnesses. Ideally, new mechanical 

equipment would be installed in readily accessible locations that makes changing 

filters, cleaning condensate lines, and providing routine maintenance easy, and not in 

inaccessible attic locations that can make routine maintenance more difficult. 
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2.2  The Existing McMahon Library Site  

The second library is the P. Faith McMahon Wintonbury Library, also known as 

McMahon, which is located on the eastern side of Town, at the corner of Rockwell 

Avenue and Blue Hills Avenue, and facing Blue Hills Avenue, a very busy 

thoroughfare in a more densely populated part of Town.  The building was named in 

honor of Faith McMahon, an educator and public servant who was Bloomfield’s first 

female mayor and a state representative from the 15th House District. 

The McMahon building is a one-story structure, built in 1973, in a modern style 

composed of brick and aluminum. The windows are dark, so it is difficult to see 

activity within the building.  Unfortunately, the building does not have a very strong 

presence on Blue Hills Avenue, as you can see in the photograph below. 

 

The building is approximately 6,000 sf, a steel frame structure enclosed with brick-

and-block walls and a flat roof with minimal insulation.  The mechanical, plumbing 

and electrical systems are outdated. 

Today McMahon needs to be upgraded and enlarged to provide adequate space to 

meet the needs of the community.  McMahon serves as a learning and technology hub 

for the neighborhood, providing internet access for neighbors who need online 

learning opportunities and information resources, as well as copying, fax, and 

scanning services.  McMahon also provides private study rooms, family programs 

and story time for young children.  Even more programs could be offered if space 

were available. 

The Library Building Committee recommended that McMahon be renovated and that 

an addition of approximately 2,900 square feet be built, making the total facility 

approximately 8,900 square feet.  This represents nearly a 50% increase in the size of 

this building and significantly improving its ability offer services to the 

neighborhood.  The addition could be built on the eastern side of the existing 

building, facing Blue Hills Avenue, in a manner that would make it more transparent 

and more visible to its neighbors. 
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3.0 TSKP Recommendations 
 

3.1 Recommendations for Prosser Library 

3.1.1  Prosser Master Plan 

The new Prosser Library will be a significant new public building in the Town 

Center, flanked by the Town Hall and the First Congregational Church, all facing the 

Village Green, as shown in the diagram below.  New pedestrian walkways can link 

these significant buildings. There is also an opportunity to create a pedestrian link to 

Filley Park just north of the new Prosser Library.  

             

 

Site Context 

The Proposed new 

Prosser Library (in 

orange), is opposite 

the Village Green, near 

the First Congrgational 

Church (in yellow) and 

the Town Hall (in 

yellow).  Filley Park is 

just north of the new 

Prosser Library, with 

Filley Pond and Wash 

Brook shown in blue. 
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The enlarged site plan above shows how the new building will be located on the 

Prosser site.  A walkway connecting the former Riley Lumber site to the new building 

became the inspiration for the form of the new building.  This walkway is a 

pedestrian bridge that spans across Wash Brook, connecting the new parking lot to 

the new library.  It also leads across the new building, like a porch, and connects to 

the prominent intersection of Tunxis and Mountain Avenues.  This is where the main 

entrance to the new library will be located.  This covered walkway and veranda is the 

“soul” of this new library.  

 

The section diagram above shows the foot bridge that would cross Wash Brook, and 

how the new three-story library would be configured.  The lowest level would have 

some parking spaces and a service entrance with stairs and an elevator to connect to 

the library above.   
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3.1.2  Historic Examples 

The idea of a porch on the southern side of the building is not a new concept in 

architecture.  There are many examples of classic architecture with a porch in front of 

the building, as you can see in the examples below.  These verandas are wide enough 

for gathering and sitting outdoors with enough room for people to pass by.  The 

proposed verandah for Prosser will be fourteen feet wide.  It will be not only a public 

passageway, but also the entrance to the library. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3.1.3  Floor Plans 
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. 3.1.3  Floor Layout 

The new Prosser Library will be a three-story building, the Lower Level will be 

parking and service entrance below the First Floor.  The First Floor and the Second 

Floor will contain the library spaces. 

         

 

          

 

First Floor Plan 

The First Floor, or Main Level will be 

approximately level with Tunxis 

Avenue.  The main entrance to the 

library will be on the southern side of 

the building, through a vestibule that 

leads to a two-story space or “Library 

Center”, a large space with a view to 

the Village Green on the eastern side 

of the building.  The large glass wall 

on the eastern side will have vertical 

louvers to provide shading, reduce 

heat gain, and still provide views.  A 

separate after-hours entrance from 

the verandah leads to a lobby that 

serves the Community Room. 

Second Floor Plan 

The Second Floor contains study 

rooms of various sizes, reading areas, 

support spaces, and shelving for the 

library collection.  It also contains the 

staff offices, work areas, and a 

conference room.  The second floor is 

open to the floor below, and is 

connected with a grand stair as well 

as an elevator. 
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3.1.4  Exterior Studies 

The new Prosser Library will be based on a classic building type, but with a modern 

vocabulary to make the building very transparent, flexible, and inviting. After all, this 

is a library for the 21st century.   

                             

 

The sketch above shows a daytime view, illustrating how the new library could be 

constructed of white material, like the church nearby, and how it could have an 

architectural “dialog” with the church – traditional and modern.  These two edifices 

would strengthen the significance of the Village Green.  One can see the plaza at the 

library, on the corner of Tunxis and Mountain Avenues, leading to the verandah and 

into the entrance of the library.  The lower portion of the eastern wall facing the 

Village Green would be transparent, showing activity within the building.  The upper 

portion of the wall would have vertical fins to control sunlight.  In the evening, at 

dusk, the library would glow, offering a beautiful invitation for everyone to come 

visit the library and see what’s going on inside. 
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3.2 Recommendations for McMahon Library 

3.2.1  Existing Building 

The existing McMahon Library is located at the corner of Blue Hills and Rockwell 

Avenues.  The best strategy for expanding McMahon is eastward, toward Blue Hills 

Avenue, and to make the building more visible and transparent.    

 

                 

Proposed Addition (in orange) to the existing McMahon Library (in purple), 

on Blue Hills Avenue at the corner of Rockwell Avenue in Bloomfield, CT. 
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3.2.2  Floor Plan 

The plan for McMahon is to add approximately 2,900 square feet in front of the 

existing building, expanded the opportunities for the teen and children’s areas. This 

will also provide greater transparency and interaction with the streetscape.  
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3.2.3  Exterior Studies 

The new McMahon will be more transparent and exciting not only by increasing the amount 

of glass that faces the street but also by raising the roof at the entrance to give it more height. 

  

 

The illustration below shows how the composition of the expanded McMahon Library 
reflects the kinds of spaces contained within the building, such as the community rooms on 
the right, clad with wood.  
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4.0 Draft Budget Analysis by Downes Construction 

 

4.1  Description 

The Budget is divided into two totals – one for Prosser and one for McMahon, 

although the intention is to have the work done under one combined contract for both 

sites in order to maximize procurement efficiency. Each of these totals is sub-divided 

into: 

Estimated Cost of Construction, 

Estimated Hard Costs, 

Total Soft Costs Hard Costs, and 

Total Project Costs. 

 

Two additional lines are shown as alternates, for optional renewable energy measures: 

Solar, and 

Geothermal, 

although the cost of these alternates has not been determined at this time. 

 

4.2  Prosser Library 

The total budget for Prosser Library is $22,603,790.  This includes all cost of 
construction, hard costs and soft costs, for a three-story building with a total area of 
approximately 27,817 square feet. It also includes the cost of hazmat abatement and 
demolition of the existing library and the existing building on the former Riley 
Lumber site.  Soft costs include professional fees, insurance, furniture and equipment, 
Owner’s contingency, and other items. 

 
 

4.3  McMahon Library 

The total budget for McMahon Library is $5,902,184.  This includes the cost of 
renovation, selective demolition, and expansion of the library, all hard costs and soft 
costs, for a one-story building of approximately 8,918 square feet, which is a 50% 
increase in the size of McMahon Library.  Soft costs include professional fees, 
insurance, furniture and equipment, Owner’s contingency, and other items. 

 

4.4  Optional Energy Saving Measures 

The cost of optional renewable energy measures such as solar panels and geothermal 
wells have not been determined at this time. 
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5.0 Next Steps 
 

The milestone schedule shown on the next page illustrate the critical dates leading up 
to a Referendum tentatively scheduled for November 2, 2021. 
 
TSKP Studio started in October of 2020 a site selection process which lasted several 
months.  In April of 2021 the Committee selected its preferred sites so that the 
building layouts could be finalized. 
 
Budget Cost Estimates were prepared by Downes Construction based on the 
schematic information provided by TSKP.  Those Budgets Estimates are included in 
this report. 
 
The next major steps include presentations to the Town Council and its 
Subcommittees starting on May 24, 2021, and continuing through June.  We 
anticipate that the Town Council will authorize the Library in June of 2021 to submit 
a grant application to the State.  State Grants will help offset the cost to the Town. 
 
The Library will need to submit a Letter of Intent to the State indicating its intention 
to submit a Grant Application for this project.  The deadline for the Letter of Intent is 
June 30, 2021.  The State Grant Application must be submitted by September 1, 2021. 
 
A Town Referendum will be required to obtain approval by Bloomfield residents to 
borrow funds for the project.  That Referendum Date is tentatively scheduled for 
November 2, 2021.  
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